
When it opens in 2018, Ventana will be 

the first-of-its-kind high-rise CCRC and 

will be known as the premier senior living 

address in Dallas. Ventana is a project 

of Buckner Retirement Services, which 

possesses 60 years of experience and 

operates seven distinct senior communities 

throughout Texas. Parent company Buckner 

International is one of the oldest and the 

most unique faith-based social service 

organizations of its kind, serving hundreds 

of thousands of people each year in the 

United States and around the world.

The challenge for Ventana was to create 

interest among an affluent audience in the 

pre-construction phase, with an aggressive 

goal of 600 Priority Club Members set for 

the end of 2013. Without details on pricing 

or floor plans, and with well-known and 

well-established competition vying for the 

high-end CCRC audience, Ventana had 

to establish a very unique position in the 

market. Based on research, a pivotal insight 

was that this senior target enjoyed rich, full 

lives and didn’t want to give up their freedom 

by moving into a senior living community. 

As a result, Ventana had to offer a distinctive 

senior lifestyle that included the very best 

of refined living with a suite of services for 

individuals 62+. This idea revealed itself as 

“Life Opened Wide.”



From the Spanish word for window, the name Ventana 

was chosen with care and forethought. More than just 

an elegant place to live, Buckner’s distinctive 62-and-over 

community will be a window through which residents see 

continued opportunities for exploration and growth. Here,

lives already rich in meaning and purpose will be enhanced. 
COMING 2018 
   TO NORTH DALLAS

A new name for your future.

LIFE OPENED WIDE

Ventana by Buckner will be a window through which 
residents see continued opportunities for exploration 
and growth. Here, lives already rich in meaning and 
purpose will be enhanced.



EXCURSION SERIES

To promote Life Opened Wide, we created a series 
of sales presentations that took on an adventurous 
tone, combining interesting venues and time to 
explore them with potential new neighbors.



VENTANABYBUCKNER.COM



Rydal Park is the flagship CCRC of the 

Presby’s Inspired Life family of communities. 

It has enjoyed a strong reputation among 

Southeastern PA senior living communities 

but like its cohorts in the area, suffered from 

the “perfect storm” of the Great Recession 

and attrition, which produced significant 

vacancies. Additionally, given Rydal Park’s 

aging population, attracting a younger 

demographic had become the number one 

challenge for successful marketing.

The branding campaign needed to attract 

prospects, build the lead database, and 

ultimately result in increased sales by focusing 

on the lifestyle, value, and location of Rydal 

Park. Based on research and immersion with 

residents and staff, the “Spirited Living” 

campaign was born, capturing the vibrancy 

of life at Rydal Park while reflecting the 

aspirational mission of the parent brand. 

Crisp, energetic copy, striking photography of 

actual residents, and award-winning collateral 

create an authentic community portrait unlike 

anything in the competitive set.



SPIRITED LIVING

Rydal Park is a place where the young at heart are free 
to live and laugh and dream. It’s a place to really live…
to be vibrantly alive. This is the next chapter of life 
and should be all about Spirited Living.



215-376-6292 •  877-933-6699
www.rydalpark.org •  info@rydalpark.org

1515 The Fairway •  Rydal, PA 19046

Celebrate 
herstory

a vibrant spin on 

Women’s History montH

rydal park presents:

a world of 
Botanical wonders

Stir the SenSeS with uS at  

PhS Meadowbrook FarM

rydal park presents:

215-376-6292 •  877-933-6699
www.rydalpark.org  
info@rydalpark.org

1515 The Fairway  
Rydal, PA 19046



RYDALPARK.ORG



When Senior Care Development, LLC 

purchased The Clare at auction, the soaring  

Chicago high-rise senior community had 

beautiful facilities and premier location, but 

faced an identity crisis. The new owners 

needed to rebrand the property in order to 

overcome marketplace uncertainty and staff 

insecurity, and to re-engage the educated, 

accomplished Chicagophiles that The Clare 

was meant to attract.

After an in-depth immersion process, the 

new brand embodied a Chicago-centric 

lifestyle combined with the ultimate in 

retirement comfort. This new, compelling 

personality became the foundation for its 

marketing direction, positioning The Clare 

as “an extraordinary community in the 

heart of it all.” It renewed the confidence 

and enthusiasm of residents and staff. Over 

a one-year period, occupancy – stagnant for 

three years – showed significant growth; 

more than 21%. For The Clare, the downturn 

has been replaced by a promising upswing. 



...IN THE HEART OF IT ALL

With such an amazing location, layout and physical 
structure, all we had to elevate was curiosity. The 
Clare at Rush and Pearson delivered on all 54 levels.



The Clare is a work of art inside and out — its elements of design, construction, 

furnishing, lighting and color creating a synergy of elegance and good taste. 

Original artwork turns hallways into galleries. Terraced garden paths lead to 

calm. And beyond the beauty is a host of activities and amenities for you and 

your neighbors to delight in. From fitness and aquatic centers, art and computer 

rooms, library and business centers, to a calendar replete with entertainment 

and outings. 

Did we mention dining? At The Clare it’s a social and culinary event, with a  

full and varied gamut of gourmet offerings prepared by a chef you will come to 

treasure. He, and all of the staff that attends to you, deliver five-star service with 

a deep desire to please. 

“Living this wAy 
 does wonders  
 for your  
 inner being.”

With so much to walk to, and so much more a short bus ride or cab hop 

away, the neighborhood surrounding The Clare is truly the heart of it all. 

From your corner of Rush and Pearson, the best of Chicago beckons. Now is 

the time to indulge in theater and performing arts subscriptions, museum 

memberships, major sporting events, Miracle Mile shopping, and restaurants 

as varied as your dining moods. Your Clare concierge can help arrange it all.

“if this is 
retireMent Living, 
where hAs it been 
ALL My Life?”

STOCK 



BECKONING FROM THE STREET

Signage outside conveyed the spirit of life within.



THECLARE.COM




